We present results from a campaign of multiple epoch echelle spectroscopy of relatively faint (V = 9.5 − 13.5 mag) red giants observed as potential astrometric grid stars for the Space Interferometry Mission (SIM PlanetQuest). Data are analyzed for 775 stars selected from the Grid Giant Star Survey spanning a wide range of effective temperatures (T ef f ), gravities and metallicities. The spectra are used to determine these stellar parameters and to monitor radial velocity (RV) variability at the 100 m s −1 level. The degree of RV variation measured for 489 stars observed two or more times is explored as a function of the inferred stellar parameters. The percentage of radial velocity unstable stars is found to be very high -about 2/3 of our sample. It is found that the fraction of RV-stable red giants (at the 100 m s −1 level) is higher among stars with T ef f ∼ 4500 K, corresponding to the calibration-independent range of infrared colors 0.59 < (J − K s ) 0 < 0.73. A higher percentage of RV-stable stars is found if the additional constraints of surface gravity and metallicity ranges 2.3 < log g < 3.2 and -0.5 < [Fe/H] < -0.1, respectively, are applied. Selection of stars based on only photometric values of effective temperature (4300 K < T ef f < 4700 K) is a simple and effective way to increase the fraction of RV-stable stars. The optimal selection of RV-stable stars, especially in the case when the Washington photometry is unavailable, can rely effectively on 2MASS colors constraint 0.59 < (J − K s ) 0 < 0.73. These results have important ramifications for the use of giant stars as astrometric references for the SIM PlanetQuest.
Introduction
The Grid Giant Star Survey (GGSS; Patterson et al. 2001 ) is a partially-filled, all-sky survey to identify giant stars from 9 V 17.5 mag using the Washington M, T 2 + DDO51 filter photometric prescription outlined in Majewski et al. (2000) . A primary motivation for the survey and a driver of its design is the selection of stars suitable for the Astrometric Grid of the Space In-terferometry Mission (SIM PlanetQuest). These Grid stars, which serve as astrometric references against which the motions of SIM targets are measured, must themselves be as astrometrically stable as possible. Thus, they must be free of stellar or significant planetary companions as well as atmospheric activity (spotting/flaring) that will induce photocenter wobbles at the several microarcsecond level on of order a decade-long timescale (approximately the duration of SIM). G and K giants were selected by the SIM project as the primary stellar constituent of the SIM Astrometric Grid because these stars are the most luminous, common stellar type found in all directions of the sky. High intrinsic luminosity places giant stars at greater distances for a given apparent magnitude, and this increased distance decreases the angular scale of any fixed linear astrometric wobble, thus making these particular stars less likely to be problematical as references. The GGSS project has been undertaken with the specific aim of identifying subsolar metallicity giant stars, which are intrinsically more luminous than solar metallicity giants, and also less likely to have planets (see Fischer & Valenti 2005 , and references therein).
Despite consideration of such effects for careful selection, all SIM Astrometric Grid candidates require pre-mission monitoring to assess their likelihood of astrometric stability during the mission. One method is to search for variability in other properties, such as brightness and radial velocity (RV). Indeed, we are presently involved, along with other groups, in a large campaign of echelle high-resolution RV monitoring of Astrometric Grid candidates. Fortunately, not all variability in RV (or luminosity) necessarily translates to detrimental astrometric variability. However, some intrinsic photometric and/or RV variability is due to processes that, although benign in terms of photocenter wobble (e.g., radial pulsations), can mask otherwise detectable signatures of problematical sources of variability, like astrometric wobbles due to planetary, brown dwarf or stellar companions. Therefore, because campaigns to monitor radial velocity variability to the precision needed for vetting SIM targets (i.e. ∼ 100 m s −1 ) are both expensive and time consuming, it is useful to understand how intrinsic RV variability of giant stars depends on other stellar properties (like temperature, metallicity, and surface gravity) to optimize efficient selection of giant stars for the Astrometric Grid.
Although it has long been known that stars at the top of the RGB are both brightness and RVvariable (see e.g. Pryor et al. 1988; Cote et al. 1996) , there has been little systematic study of this variability as a function of stellar atmospheric parameters, especially at fainter absolute magnitudes. Monitoring of radial velocities for bright red giants has indicated a high probability of their RV variations at the level of 100 m s −1 (see Hatzes & Cochran 1994 , and references therein). Jorissen et al. (1997) found that red giants with spectral types late G to early K are stable and giants with later spectral types are all variable. At the same time, study of Hipparcos red clump giants (Adelman 2001 ) reveals photometric stability in this evolutionary phase. Radial velocity jitter at large amplitude is expected for metal-poor, luminous red giants (M V ≤ -1.4) (see Carney et al. 2003) .
In their assessment of the suitability of giant stars as SIM Astrometric Grid members, Frink et al. (2001) studied a proxy sample of 86 nearby giant stars selected from the Hipparcos catalogue. Their study included three to eight epochs of high precision (5-8 m s −1 ) echelle RV measurements on timescales from days to a year. Frink et al. found that most (73 of 84) of the giant stars they investigated have a stable RV at the level of < 100 m s −1 , and the peak of the distribution of measured dispersions in velocity occurs at 20 m s −1 . However, Frink et al. do report that RV variation is more probable for redder stars ((B − V ) > 1.2 in their sample). While the closest match to the survey presented here, the Frink et al. survey contains stars that are much brighter than the expected SIM Grid sample, and, moreover, they did not probe variability as a function of metallicity, which is a key aspect of the stars being found in the GGSS.
Our goal here is to carry out an initial RVstability assessment of stars more like those expected to fill the Astrometric Grid by focusing on stars taken directly from the GGSS itself. The hope is that RV stability may correlate with some intrinsic stellar property, such as effective temperature, surface gravity, or metallicity. Although the precision of our RV measurements is an order of magnitude less than that of Frink et al. (2001) , it is appropriate for finding RV wobbles at the level needed to identify astrometricallydetrimental grid candidates for the fainter, > 1 kpc distant GGSS candidates (and, indeed, is the precision at which monitoring campaigns of SIM Grid stars are being conducted). Moreover, our sample is almost an order of magnitude larger than that in the Frink et al. survey. The observations studied and discussed here were obtained under an initial JPL-sponsored program in which the internal RV accuracy was set at about 100 m s −1 .
Observations and Data Reduction

Sample Selection and Biases
The GGSS finds giant stars by photometry in the Washington M, T 2 + DDO51 filters according to the methods described in Majewski et al. (2000) . The (M − T 2 , M − DDO51) two-color diagram (2CD) effectively distinguishes between late type dwarfs and giants based on the surfacegravity-sensitive Mgb+MgH feature near 5150Å (where the 130Å -wide DDO51 filter is centered). Photometry was obtained in 1302 evenly placed fields across the celestial sphere, each of area 0.5-1.0 deg 2 . The 2CD (i.e., the Mgb+MgH feature) is secondarily sensitive to metallicity and the positions of stars in the 2CD can therefore be used to derive a crude estimate of the metallicity of the likely giant stars. Metal-poor giants are the most widely separated stars in the 2CD from the locus of dwarf stars, and therefore these are the easiest to identify with our methods. Additional details regarding the GGSS can be found in Patterson et al. (2001) .
The selection of stars for the present study is biased according to the same specific set of criteria used in the original agreement of the GGSS collaboration with the SIM Project regarding the selection of Astrometric Grid candidates from the GGSS.
1 Giant star candidates are identified from 1 In the past year, the SIM Project has modified somewhat the criteria for the selection of stars for the Astrometric Grid, with a focus on stars with magnitudes more typically V ∼ 9 − 11 mag and chosen from both the GGSS and the Tycho-2 catalogues in a ratio of approximately 1:3. The Tycho stars are selected without foreknowledge of metallicity, and so are expected to be typically near solar metallicity and at smaller distances than stars from the GGSS. In this respect, all of our results are still relevant, however, since the stars included in the present study span the range of the 2CD and assigned photometric metallicities therefrom. From the apparent magnitude, color and metallicity, an estimate of the absolute magnitude and a photometric parallax distance is assigned (Rhee et al. 2001) . For each field, all giant candidates with V < 13.5 mag are rank-ordered according to distance, with the most distant star assigned highest priority. The top four ranked stars in each field, yielding more than 4000 candidates of 9.5 V 13.5 mag, were passed onto both medium and high resolution spectroscopic observing campaigns (the latter forming the database explored here). Typically, though not exclusively, the most distant giant candidates in each field were also among those with the lowest photometric metallicities brighter than V = 13.5 mag. Thus, our spectroscopic sample is biased toward more metal-poor and distant stars than would be found from a random selection of giant stars in the same magnitude range. From the above described sample of more than four thousand stars, we explore here a random subsample of 775 stars in both celestial hemispheres, which constitutes those stars for which multiple highresolution spectra have been obtained during the first two years of the GGSS follow-up program.
Spectroscopy
Spectroscopic observations of 434 stars in the northern subsample of GGSS candidates were conducted in the period from January 2001 to December 2002 . We made use of the 2.1m telescope at the McDonald Observatory and the Sandiford Cassegrain echelle spectrograph, which provides R = 55000 resolution. Th-Ar comparison spectra were taken right before every program star observation. The quality of the data was monitored by observing one or two RV standard stars from Nidever et al. (2002) per night. The adopted setup of the spectrograph enabled us to cover the 5000-5900Å spectral range and achieve a signal to noise (hereafter S/N ) level of order 20-40 in reasonable exposure times (10-30 minutes).
The observed spectra were reduced from twodimensional to "echelle" format in a standard way with the IRAF 2 software package. Corrections for properties expected for both GGSS and Tycho-2 stars. 2 IRAF is distributed by NOAO which is operated by AURA, Inc. under contract with the NSF.
bias, flat field, and scattered light were applied, and cosmic ray hits cleaned out by the IRAF's tasks from crutil package. The internal accuracy of the wavelength calibration via the Th-Ar lamp spectra was on average 0.001Å (and not worse than 0.0018Å), which corresponds to an RV accuracy of order 55 m s −1 (and not worse than 100 m s −1 ).
Resampling the spectra introduces systematic errors in the wavelength calibration that degrades the RV accuracy. Thus, to preserve the wavelength calibration the spectrum orders were not concatenated to produce a single spectrum, but rather were maintained individually at their natural sampling.
Southern hemisphere GGSS stars were observed with the 1.2-m Swiss telescope and CORALIE velocimeter in 2001-2004 at the ESO La Silla Observatory (Chile), as described by Arenas et al. (2002) . CORALIE is an improved version of the ELODIE spectrograph (Baranne et al. 1996) . The effective resolution of CORALIE is 50000, it covers the wavelength range 3870 -6800Å and it provides a precision of typically 30 m s −1 in the radial velocities. Typically a S/N of 10 was achieved for program targets. The radial velocity and its accuracy comes directly from CORALIE's reduction package TACOS (Baranne et al. 1996) .
CORALIE provides RVS for 375 program stars directly from the TACOS software. We found that spectra S/N ≤ 4 have systematically low RV accuracy and rejected them from further analysis. The whole sample of good S/N CORALIE candidates is thus reduced to 341 objects.
While we cannot obtain abundances directly from CORALIE spectra, we incorporate the RVs of these stars in our analysis and adopt photometrically estimated stellar parameters for these stars.
Since the southern sample was observed with a smaller aperture telescope than the northern one, it is biased toward brighter stars: the distribution of the southern V-magnitudes peaks at 11.6 mag whereas the northern sample distribution peak is located at 12.7 mag.
Data Analysis
Radial Velocities
RVs from the McDonald spectra were measured using a cross-correlation methodology with the help of IRAF's fxcor task. After the primary reduction the continuum of each order looks almost flat except at its edges where the continuum level looks systematically lower and the S/N is degraded. For the RV analysis we discard the pixels at order edges, which is about ∼ 20% of the total.
Each spectral order was cross-correlated against the RV template separately. The template chosen was the Arcturus spectrum (Hinkle et al. 2000) . The cross-correlated pieces of the template spectrum were convolved with a Gaussian corresponding to the FWHM of the Th-Ar lines found for each order. In addition, the corresponding piece of the calibrating Th-Ar spectrum was cross-correlated with a laboratory Th-Ar template (Palmer & Engleman 1983) . The Th-Ar template for each order was also convolved with the same Gaussian as for the stellar template in that order. The shift in the radial velocity between the observed Th-Ar and the laboratory reference frame was subtracted from the stellar RV obtained from the cross-correlation via the template. Thus we not only have taken into account the varying instrumental profile by this order-byorder treatment, but we are able to make multiple estimates of the RV for a single observation and thereby assess the errors in our velocities for each star. A few of the spectral orders indicated significantly different RVs from the others because of poor wavelength calibration due to a sparse Th-Ar line sample. We discarded such "bad" orders from our analysis. The remaining orders' radial velocities (RV i ) give us an independent assessment of the mean RV (RV 0 ) and its accuracy:
where w i is the inverse square of the individual RV error provided by IRAF. The dispersion of this estimate δRV was found as δRV = Σ w i · (RV i − RV 0 ) 2 / Σ w i . We show an example of the order-to-order radial velocity difference assessed for the program star G1113+00.20 in Figure 1 .
Stellar Parameters Derived from an Automated Spectroscopic Analysis
In addition to the measured RV's, physical stellar parameters can be derived for the red giants studied here. The effective temperature (T ef f ) of giant stars can be determined from their broadband colors. According to an observational calibration given by Alonso et al. (1999) , near-infrared colors (J − K s ) can be used to estimate T ef f for red giants, even with no information on the stellar metallicity and surface gravity. The full release of the All-Sky Point Source Catalog of the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) makes available the near-infrared colors of all GGSS candidates. Figure 12 in Alonso et al. 1999 ). The relation from Bessell, Castelli, & Plez (1998) is metallicity-dependent but the difference between stars of [Fe/H]=0.0 and -2.0 (which corresponds to the bulk of our objects, see below) affects T ef f by less than 100 K and would not have a significant effect on the applied calibration procedure. From the previous two paragraphs, we expect ∼ 160 K accuracy in our derived T ef f .
For the northern sample (434 stars) observed at McDonald Observatory, the reduced echelle spectra can be used to determine the surface gravity, log g, and metallicity, [Fe/H] , by comparison to a library of synthetic stellar spectra. For this purpose we produced artificial spectra using the MOOG-2002 spectral synthesis package (Sneden 1973) . The corresponding stellar models were computed by the ATLAS 9 code (Kurucz 1993) . We computed a model set covering the 3800 -5600 K temperature range, 0.2 ≤ log g ≤ 5.6, and −3.0 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ +0.5 with steps in these parameters of 200 K, 0.2 dex and 0.2 dex respectively. In all the models we assumed a typical value for the microturbulent velocity of 2 km s −1 . We selected three pieces of spectra to estimate the stellar parameters. The Arcturus spectrum (used as an RV template in §3.1) was split into 40Å pieces, and the optimal synthetic spectrum's piece and corresponding model parameters were found by least-square fitting. The stellar parameters of Arcturus (obtained by Griffin & LynasGray (1999) ) were best reproduced in the regions of 5175 -5215, 5215 -5255, and 5700 -5740Å. These wavelength intervals used to derive the stellar parameters are not simply dominated by Fe absorption lines, but also by (principally) lines of Mg I, Ti I, Cr I, Ni I, and to a lesser degree V I. The abundances derived in this way are therefore not direct "Fe abundances", but an overall "metallicity" defined by a mixture of both Fe-peak and α elements; we refer to this abundance as simply metallicity and denote it in the remainder of this paper as [Fe/H] . Although significantly nonsolar abundance ratios, relative to Fe, could create additional noise in the metallicity estimates, the vast majority of stars in the sample are well above [Fe/H] ∼ -2. Within this metallicity regime only Mg/Fe, and to a lesser extent Ti/Fe and Cr/Fe, are mildly non-solar and typically enhanced. This may introduce a small trend of slightly larger derived overall metallicities as the Fe abundance decreases.
To match the wavelength intervals defined above, spectra of program stars were corrected to zero radial velocity incorporating the RVs defined in § 3.1. The continuum level in the fragments of spectra was fit by a linear function using the continuum task from the IRAF package. The pieces of synthetic spectra utilized for the comparison were convolved with a Gaussian corresponding to the FWHM of each echelle order to reduce their spectral resolution to that in the observed data. Then we find the best-fit model for each piece by the least-square method. The values and errors of log g and [Fe/H] were finally obtained by averaging these same derived parameters across the set of three modeled pieces.
With this method, we derived the stellar parameters (T ef f , log g, [Fe/H]) for the 434 north-ern GGSS stars (see Table 1 ). The [Fe/H] for the whole GGSS sample has also been estimated photometrically (Rhee et al. 2001) 3 and one can compare the values derived by each method (photometric and spectroscopic). Figure 3 shows that the two [Fe/H] estimates for most stars of intermediate metallicity ([Fe/H] = -1.0 to 0.0) follows a linear relation with dispersion of the order of 0.4 dex, but systematically offset by 0.16 dex (in the sense that the spectroscopic metallicities tend to be larger). This small offset could be due partially to mildly elevated Mg/Fe, Ti/Fe, or Cr/Fe ratios in the metal poor stars. There are some extreme outliers in Figure 3 . Some of these stars have large error bars, either in their spectroscopic or photometric metallicities. Many of the outlying points in Figure 3 correspond to the hottest stars in our sample. These stars occupy the border region between giants and dwarfs on the giant-dwarf discrimination diagram from Majewski et al. (2000) , and their stellar parameters determined from photometric data may be biased. Figure 4 shows the relation between the surface gravity and effective temperature for the northern hemisphere sample. Most of the stars in Figure  4 span ranges typical for red giants. Here we see the success rate of the GGSS for photometrically identifying bona fide red giants to be extremely high: more than 98 % of the stars that were photometrically identified by the Majewski et al. (2000) method to be giant stars have spectroscopic gravities supporting this characterization.
Errors in Atmospheric Parameters
In order to analyze the accuracy of the derived stellar parameters as a function of the quality of observed spectra, we performed Monte Carlo simulations deriving the basic stellar parameters for a set of selected synthetic spectra deteriorated by varying amounts of added noise. We considered a set of signal-to-noise ratios from 3 to 30 which covers the typical range of S/N in our observed spectra. Besides random noise, we also added variations of T ef f and RV into the model spectra, distributing them uniformly within ±100 K and ±100 m s −1 range from the true value. Fi-nally, we assumed that the microturbulence velocity might take an arbitrary value in the range 1 to 2 km s −1 . The stellar parameters were defined for a hundred resulting synthetic spectra over the typical (see Figure 4 ) values of T ef f and log g: (4000 K and 1.4 dex), (4400 K and 2.6 dex), and (5000 K and 3.0 dex). The [Fe/H] took the values -2, -1, and 0 dex for each case. The resulting ranges of the estimated parameters (1-sigma level) are shown by the solid curves in Figure 5 about the mean values (designated by the diamonds). The dashed lines represent the initial true parameters (log g or [Fe/H]) of the spectra. The figure shows that we obtain an accuracy in log g of the order of 0.2 dex. A systematic difference in log g of +0.1 dex is found and is primarily the result of the displacement of the microturbulent velocity ξ from the adopted 2 km s −1 . The metallicity is defined with 0.1 dex accuracy and a possible displacement of all estimated values (again due to the unknown ξ) is -0.05 dex. To check if these results depend on the number of Monte Carlo simulations, we also evaluated some models based on sets of 400 deteriorated spectra instead of 100. No obvious differences can be seen compared with the case of 100 simulations.
We also extend the considered S/N ratio up to 100. High values of S/N do not improve the inferred parameters since the ξ uncertainty introduces the most significant error. The next strongest factor introducing a systematic deviation between the "real" and estimated stellar parameters is the RV error. It is seen that starting with S/N = 10 and better one can estimate surface gravity and metallicity from our spectra with quite good accuracy. Most of our spectra in the northern sample satisfy this criterion. Note that the accuracy of the RVs also depend on S/N . This can be a reason for more significant errors in log g and [Fe/H] obtained from our spectra.
Stellar Parameters Derived from a Classical Spectroscopic Analysis
Some of the higher S/N spectra from GGSS stars studied here are suitable for a detailed abundance analysis from which stellar parameters and iron abundances can be obtained via measurements of individual equivalent widths from a selected sample of Fe I and Fe II lines. This is a different technique from the straightforward match-ing of observed and synthetic spectra used in Section 3.2, which we will refer to as the "automated spectroscopic" method. When a strictly spectroscopic method (using a line-by-line analysis) is adopted, the effective temperatures can be obtained by forcing a zero slope in the relation between Fe I abundances with line excitation potentials; surface gravities are obtained from the agreement between the abundances from Fe I and Fe II lines. Another parameter that can be adjusted at the same time is the microturbulence velocity, which is tuned so that the Fe I abundances are independent of the equivalent widths.
This method can provide a consistency check on the metallicities and log g derived with the automated method presented in Section 3.2. To test the degree of consistency, a small sub-sample of 10 target stars, with larger than average S/N values, were selected as candidates for the detailed spectroscopic analysis. Our approach consisted of adopting the same effective temperatures from the Alonso et al. (1999) photometric calibration for the target stars and to use a sample of Fe I and Fe II lines that were tested to produce good results for the Sun, as well as the well-studied redgiant Arcturus. The sampled Fe lines and their atomic parameters are listed in Table 2 : for each transition the excitation potential and gf-value are listed. The equivalent-width measurements are presented in Table 3 . The same spectrum analysis code MOOG was used in the abundance computations based on the individual equivalent-width measurements. The adopted effective temperatures, and derived surface gravities, microturbulent velocities, and iron abundances are presented in Table 4 . A comparison of surface gravities derived using the Fe I and Fe II lines with those obtained from the automated method finds a systematic mean offset of [log g(automated) -log g(Fe I/Fe II)]= +0.4±0.4 dex. As the Fe II lines are quite sensitive to stellar surface gravity, this systematic offset may suggest that the surface gravities derived from our automated method are somewhat overestimated.
The derived Fe abundances from this detailed analysis are intercompared in Figure 6 with the metallicities obtained from Washington + DDO51 photometry (upper panel) and automated spectroscopy (middle panel). The metallicity distributions shown in the middle and lower panels of the figure are in generally good agreement, with the same standard deviation of 0.18 dex, but an an offset of 0.18 dex in the average [Fe/H] . Such an offset is within the quoted uncertainties in the metallicities obtained from the automated method (of roughly 0.2 to 0.3 dex). Moreover, because the automated method does not measure a true Fe abundance, but an overall general metallicity affected by a mixture of elements, a mild offset between the two methods is not unexpected.
An important aspect of this additional verification of the results obtained with the automated method is a check on the derived surface gravities using Fe I and Fe II lines directly, via ionization equilibrium. As discussed previously, the GGSS targets were selected from Washington photometry two-color diagrams to be giant stars and not dwarfs. The values of log g derived for this subsample of stars, as can be seen in Table 4 , confirms their evolved status as red giants. Both the direct analysis of Fe I and Fe II ionization equilibrium, as well as the automated direct comparison with model spectra, indicate that the Washington + DDO51 two-color diagram is an effective method for identifying red giants.
RV Stability Versus Stellar Parameters
We now focus on the 148 stars of the northern sample whose RVs were measured two or more times with large epoch differences (a time between successive observations of the same star not less than 4 months). From these data we estimate the RV dispersion which we designate as σ and utilize this as a measure of variability of the RV. Note, this is not the statistical standard deviation widely designated by σ; the present σ is calculated from multiple RV measures after weighting each by the inverse square of the accuracy of each RV measure (w j ): RV m = Σ RV j · w j / Σ w j , and
Here w j is the weight. If the accuracy of the corresponding RV was better than 50 m s −1 , we assume it equals 50 m s −1 because of the wavelength calibration uncertainty (see §3.2).
The derived values of σ are shown in Table 5 . Figure 7 (upper panel) shows the distribution of the σ values (in km s −1 ). The largest number of sources occur in the first bin reveals the accuracy of our estimates and confirms that its value is of the order of 50 m s −1 , as it follows from the accuracy of the wavelength calibration (section §2.2).
We next incorporate the repeated RV data obtained with CORALIE for the southern GGSS subsample (Arenas et al. 2002) in Figure 7 (lower panel) with 341 stars in this sample (see Table 6 ). Variation of the radial velocity σ for the southern stars observed two and more times is estimated by Equation (1). A gaussian curve corresponding to 100 m s −1 sigma is shown in Figure 7 by dashed line. Both southern and northern subsamples exhibit similar behavior in their respective RV-variability distributions.
We found no large, apparent systematic difference in the stellar parameters between the RVstable (low σ) and unstable (high σ) fractions of the sample. However, for stars with σ < 100 m s −1 the ranges of the stellar parameters appear to be narrower than for red giants with σ > 100 m s −1 . Thus, the fraction of RV-stable stars is low among very cool (T ef f < 4000 K) as well as metalpoor stars with [Fe/H] < -1.0, in agreement with previous conclusions by Jorissen et al. (1997) and Carney et al. (2003) .
The fraction of RV-stable and unstable stars can be estimated from the distributions of T ef f , log g, [Fe/H], and absolute magnitude M V presented in the left-hand panels of Figure 8 ; here the distributions of stars with σ < 100 m s −1 (dashed lines) are shown in comparison with the distributions for all stars (dotted lines). An assessment of M V is made with T ef f , log g, and an assumption of fixed mass for the red giants (we assume it equals to 0.9 M ⊙ ; variation of the mass introduces insignificant scatter in M V ). The right-hand panels of Figure 8 show the fraction of stable stars in each bin of the histograms shown on the left. As seen in the figure, the fraction of stable stars has a peak in the range 4300-4700 K (secondary peaks at the wings of the distribution are caused by small number statistics). Note that this range corresponds to the extinction-corrected (J − K) 0 values from 0.59 to 0.73 mag, and these values do not depend on the choice of color-temperature calibration. Figure 2 shows that the bulk of the giant stars selected from the GGSS Washington+DDO51 photometry survey occupies this range of temperatures, showing that the GGSS happens to be optimized for selecting stars in the most RV-stable temperature range.
A similar peak takes place at log g = 2.3 -3.2 in the surface gravity distribution. We also find that the largest fraction of RV-stable stars happens for stars of slightly subsolar metallicity (-0.5 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ -0.1), and then the fraction of stable stars appears to drop precipitously near solar metallicity. Note, however, that the latter conclusion needs for an additional check since the most metal rich bin is only sampled by 6 stars.
An analog of Figure 8 is drawn for the southern subsample in Figure 9 . Here we use the "photometric" [Fe/H] derived by Rhee et al. (2001) . The surface gravity is established by way of interpolation of the isochrones published by Bergbusch & Vandenberg (1992) . The histograms for T ef f defined by the same method for both subsamples of northern and southern stars, are qualitatively similar in Figures 8 and 9 . Though the other parameters are estimated by different ways, the corresponding histograms for [Fe/H], log g, and M V are qualitatively rather similar.
In order to better constrain what types of stars may be most RV-variable we again focus on the McDonald data and the stellar parameters derived from these spectra. In Figure 10 the values of log g are plotted versus the effective temperatures: this is a spectroscopic version of an HR-diagram. The top panel contains those stars with RV variability of less than 100 m s −1 , while the bottom panel are the definite RV variables having σ > 100 m s −1 . Superimposed on these stellar points are isochrone curves from Girardi et al. (2000) ; two metallicity isochrones are shown (the solid curves have [Fe/H]=0.0 while the dashed curves have [Fe/H]=-0.7) with two ages for each metallicity (3.5 and 8.9 Gyr). Plotted this way, the initial RV-results indicate that those stars exhibiting variability of less than ∼100 m s −1 tend to be more concentrated in the log g − T ef f plane, near the He-core burning clump for near-solar metallicities. The stars tending to show RV-variability fall all along either welldefined first-ascent RGB, or AGB, both at somewhat low metallicities. Given uncertainties in both the models and the gravities and temperatures derived by us (which almost certainly also carry some systematic differences), the concentration of possibly RV-stable red giants near T ef f ∼4500K and log g ∼2.5-3.0 coincides quite closely to the red giant clump for stars having metallicities near solar, or slightly lower. Note that real log g may have systematically lower values than those shown in Figure 10 (see also §3.4).
The possible association of quasi-RV stability with the red giant clump can be investigated further by including the southern sample, although we do not have spectroscopically derived gravities for these stars. For a relatively old population, however, the effective temperature of the clump does not vary much if the metallicity does not vary by much: this can been seen by inspecting the isochrones in Figure 10 . The indications from the McDonald results are that the RV-stable red giants are only mildly metal poor with a relatively small dispersion in metallicity. For the 36 McDonald RV-stable stars having T eff =4500±200K (corresponding to the observed "clump" of points in Figure 10 ), the mean metallicity is [Fe/H]=-0.5±0.2. The combined northern and southern samples are plotted as effective temperature histograms in Figure 11 , where the sample has been segregated using σ. There is a clearly defined clump of potentially RV-stable stars with T eff ∼4500K that probably corresponds to core-He burning red giants with mild metal deficiencies. The stars with σ >100 m s −1 , shown in the bottom panel, are significantly more dispersed in T eff , with almost equal numbers over a range in effective temperature; our suggestion is that these are primarily first-ascent giants or AGB stars, as well as intrinsically RV-stable stars (such as clump giants) that have companions. The fraction of stars whose RV-variability is caused by components is not known from our observations. Demonstrating the presence of companions will require much more repeated observations.
Preliminary results from monitoring of photometric variability of a subsample of GGSS stars by Bizyaev et al. (2004) reveal no correlation between RV-and brightness variations. However, more precise and simultaneous photometric and spectroscopic observations are needed to shed light on the nature of the RV variations in red giants.
Strategies for Selecting SIM Astrometric Grid Stars
Our analysis gives insight into the optimal selection of giant stars for the SIM Astrometric Grid if time and resources are limited (as indeed they are) for ground-based vetting of large numbers of stars for the most RV-stable specimens.
As can be seen in Figure 11 , a higher fraction of stars with σ < 100 m s −1 can be found with 4300 K < T ef f < 4700 K. This is a simple, straightforward selection criterion resulting in an initial success rate of 50% in finding RV-stable red giants. As a point of reference, the entire northern sample contains 39% stable stars and the southern sample contains 32%. If high-resolution spectra are also used to derive surface gravities and metallicities, the additional constraints of -0.5 < [Fe/H] < -0.1, and 2.3 < log g < 3.2 lead to a 81% and 40% success rate for the northern and southern samples, respectively, yet significantly narrows the sample. Note that the northern sample restricted simultaneously by all stellar parameters reveals the fraction of RV-stable stars that is close to findings by Frink et al. (2001) .
More attention to exploring the solar and higher metallicity ranges is warranted because if the relatively low RV-stable fraction we find at these solar-like metallicities is borne out it would have serious ramifications for the currently selected SIM Astrometric Grid sample, which is dominated by giant stars randomly selected from the Tycho catalogue. Spectroscopic metallicities measured for nearly 500 Tycho giants by J. Crane (in preparation) in the preferred magnitude range (V < 11) for the SIM Grid stars indicates a median metallicity for this sample of [Fe/H] = -0.1, and perhaps larger (i.e., 0.0 dex) if the arguments for the need of a +0.1 dex correction to the local metallicity scale are applied (Reid 2002; Haywood 2002) . Thus, a significant fraction of the Tycho sample is at metallicities where a large fraction of stars may have troublesome atmospheric jitter.
Conclusions
We are carrying out high-resolution spectroscopic observations of an all-sky sample of giants which was pre-selected based on the GGSS program of Washington photometry. The GGSS was intended to identify stars with the highest likelihood of astrometric stability -namely, subsolar metallicity red giants. The main purpose of the present study is to make an initial assessment of the RV-variability properties of GGSS stars as a function of their atmospheric characteristics. The RV variation was estimated for 489 stars with spectroscopy taken on both Northern and Southern telescopes. Basic stellar parameters were estimated for the northern subsample from high-resolution spectroscopy.
A surprisingly high fraction of investigated giant stars have unstable radial velocities at 100 m s −1 level: about 2/3 of our sample. Both of the samples, northern and southern, although having been observed independently and with different instruments and techniques, show similar distributions of RV variability. Although a number of obvious spectroscopic binaries are included in this sample, much of the low-amplitude RV variability is probably due to atmospheric motions and temperature inhomogeneities.
A higher fraction of stars with σ < 100 m s
can be found among the objects with 4300 K < T ef f < 4700 K, which corresponds to (J − K) 0 = 0.59 -0.73. If we incorporate spectroscopic metallicity and surface gravity information as well, and select only stars with -0.5 < [Fe/H] < -0.1 and 2.3 < log g < 3.2, it will help to identify RVstable candidates more effectively, but narrows the sample of potential candidates substantially. From the point of view of minimizing expensive observations, the optimal way of preliminarily selecting RV-stable stars is to use the effective temperature, or more exactly, the calibration independent range of NIR colors as 0.59 < (J − K) 0 < 0.73. This range encompasses 44% of stars with σ < 100 m s −1 in both our southern and northern samples; 38.5% of the initial GGSS sample of candidate Astrometric Grid stars (1710 of 4440) lies in this range. The result obtained here will aid in the continuing efforts to define the astrometric reference grid for SIM.
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